Position unit on a flat sturdy surface able to bear the weight of a fully filled unit.

Fit the condensation tube to the lower port on the rear of the unit and run to suitable location.

Remove top cover (to access the electrical compartment) by removing the locking screw and rotating in a clockwise direction. Simply lift up to remove and put aside.

Connect the hot pipe, the cold pipe (ensure non-return valve is used at the tank location) & connect PTR valve (drain to legal point of discharge)
Pumped Systems: 200/300L

170L Heat Pump: Quick Start Guide

Fill heater with water and bleed air through unit by opening a hot water tap inside the house.

Turn heater on by pressing the on/off button twice (Ensure the red LED is lit up). Heater should start running. For best energy efficiency Chromagen recommends the unit is set to 'economy mode'.

Wire electrics by feeding the cable through the access hole on the under face of the upper section of the unit and up to the electrical compartment. Remove electrical compartment cover by releasing the two screws & wire accordingly. (Where possible terminating the electrical connection with a suitable isolating switch (By authorised electrician)

Reposition the units top cover and rotate in a counter-clockwise direction to lock. Secure with previously removed screw.

Fit the fascia cover using the locating pins at the top & magnet at the lower position (for successful fit ensure protective tape on the magnet is removed)

Fit UV Screen cover to the control panel using a strip of d/sided tape across top edge

Switch Power On